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Fear University has created a new monster â€¦The infamous fear switch research started with me,

Patient Zero. But I am a failure. My mind adapted and now I move through the shadows like the

creatures I was created to hunt. I spent my entire life in a cage with scalpels in my brain, but I am

finally freeâ€”thanks to the Commander.I am Zero, and I will make the bad men at Fear University

pay.I, Ollie Volkova, have returned to Fear University to rebuild and restore the school to its former

standard of protecting the world against monsters, both human and aswang. But something new is

killing Original families all over Kodiak Island and nearly assassinated the president of my university.

The hunters call it a ghost, but I know sheâ€™s something more. Something worse than monsters

and men. Something like me.Fear University is my home, and I will kill to protect it.This book is

recommended for mature readers due to sexual content, violence, and language.
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Fresh, unique, intoxicating. This is the fourth book in this series and each one gets even better then



the one before. I absolutely love Ollie, she is the epitome of heroin. From book one her character

has came so far, developed with such intensity. Meg Collett has done such an awesome job

developing all the characters in this book. Sunny oh my goodness!! I don't want this story to end.In

this book Ollie and her friends are back at Fear University protecting what's left after the attack. Ollie

embracing her roll of leader and her mother's legacy. Sunny is done being the wall flower. Luke and

Hatter are both swoon worthy boyfriends and allies. Ollie deals with her father, her relationship,

friendship, and leadership. This is definitely a must read.I can't recommend this series enough to

paranormal lovers. It is unlike anything I've read before and Meg writes it so very well. The plot has

been seamless. It's a steady read, no slow boring chapters. No annoying descriptions of rooms or

scenes to get word counts up. Just non stop action with some romance, friendship and family drama

thrown in!!I was given an arc of this book by the author for a fair, honest review.I also bought a copy

for myself after it was released.

This Author never ceases to amaze me. Every book in this series has left me breathless more than

once and hanging on by a thread the entire time. I can't get enough of this series, it's characters and

the suspense, the thrills, the "oh my god" moments. And I always enjoy Ollie's smart mouth,

Sunny's observations and loyalty, Luke's passion, dedication to Hatter and Ollie showing how tight

these characters are to one another and how even in the darkness, they are always beside one

another...no matter what.

5+Stars!Meg did it again! This book is like nothing I have ever read before!I love Ollie and Sunny,

they may disagree on some thing but they always have each others backs. They balance each

other out and I love that about then.Luke and Hatter definitely have their hands full with these 2.The

new character, Zero, we find out is patient zero. She is so damaged by what was done to her that

she is even more dangerous then the aswags! I LOVE this character! I want to know more about

her!The twist and turns have you on the edge of you set from the 1st word to the last.Stock up on

cereal or prepare to order out so the kids can eat cause once you start it is impossible to put down.I

need so much more in this series!Meg is a twisted Genius!

It feels like I've been waiting forever for this book to come out! I fell in love with the characters from

the very first book.This book just left me hungry for more! More of Ollie and Luke, Sunny and Hatter

...The book picks up after the fight with Hex; they're fixing the fence, many of the students and

professors fled the university. Ollie is pretty much doing everything she can to pick up the pieces



when an original family is suddenly attacked by something that doesn't appear to be aswang. The

"ghost" attacker makes her way to the university where she savagely attacks Dean, saying The

Commander sent her. So of course Ollie, her new pack mates from Hex's pack, & the gang

investigates. All the while Sunny and Nyny work non stop to figure out the antidote to the swang

saliva. Sunny is determined to save Hatter, but we see a completely different side of Sunny, she has

some problems of her own to deal with.Overall, the writing was great, the story captivating, but it just

seemed short and I felt like I didn't get enough. I expected, I don't know, more progress to be

made/shown between the couples and also The University and the halflings. BUT I am so excited

there will be a 5th book in the series! This series is unlike anything I've read before and I absolutely

love how the author's writing captivates you! I devour every book!Looking forward to the next book

Meg Collett!

I am always blown away be how great this series is. Every single book just blows the one before it

away. Ollie is simply the perfect lead character and Sunny is a prefect counterpart. I couldn't put this

book down! It makes you love every single character you meet and keeps you right on the very

edge of your seat! I am a fan for life!

I love, love, love this series. Book 4 is done, now I gotta wait for Book 5. There better be a book

5.Ugh! The agony.There's more tension in this book. The 4 friends are all struggling in their own

ways. Fear University is in trouble and losing students by the day. Aswangs are attacking in daylight

and shadows are alive. Who are the real monsters?

I finished this book in one day! As soon as I was notified that this book was out, I bought it because I

had to find out of that was going to happen. I hope this isn't the end of the series. I liked the

direction Sunny's story went in and I'm very happy with Ollie's story as well.

This book pulls you in from the very beginning. Action and adventure on every page. Characters are

well written and very appealing. I highly recommend this book/series.
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